
Gommon Misunderstandings
By Betty Scarpino
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Tool Rest Height Gonfusion
The most common question I get
when I demonstrate spindle turning
is, 'At what height do I set the tool-
rest?" My answer: set your tool-rest
height so that the cutting happens
at or above the center line of the
spindle. If it's too high, the tool
won't cut but it'll still be safe, and
all you need to do is lower the tool-
rest. If it's too low, that's when it's
unsafe. If the tool-rest is positioned
at or above center, there's resistance
between the wood and the tool's
cutting edge. If the tool-rest is too
low and the cutting action happens
below center, there's no resistance,
and in fact, the rotation of the wood
pulls the tool away from the tool-rest.
If a catch happens, the tool could be
pulled away and flung at an innocent
bystander.

Aword about those "S" curved tool-
rests. Well, two words:bad design.
They don't work for their intended
purpose, so don't waste your money.
Instead, buy that chunk of figured
wood youVe been coveting.

Gouges Galore!
There are so many new turn-
ing tools on the market, even
I'm sometimes confused -and I haven't even mentioned
different grinds! let me offer
this to help you get a handle

on the differences:
Spindle gouges have a profile that

is flatter than bowl gouges, and they
have a flute that is more shallow.
Conversely, the profile of a bowl
gouge is round and the flute is
deeper. A combination gouge is
somewhere in the middle, and
depending on how you grind the
bevel, it can be used for turning
spindles or bowls.

Roughing gouges are only for spin-
dle turning. Their tang is generally
narrow yet the size of the cutting
edge is large. This disparitr between
tang and cutting edge puts a lot of
torque on that tang. That's fine for
spindle turning; however, for bowl
turning, with diameters much larger,
that downward pressure is greater,
and those tangs can break.

Here's where beginners get con-
fused: instructors use the phrase,
"rough out a bowl." Not knowing
about torque and tang size, a student
grabs his roughing gouge to attack
a large bowl blank. Bad things hap-
pen. For bowl turning, use a large,
sturdy bowl gouge.

Variable-speed Chal lenges
Here's another example of new
technology causing a potential haz-
ard. With variable-speed dials, it's
easy to crank up the speed and for-
get it was set for spindle turning.
Imagine what happens when a large
bowl is subsequently attached to
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